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FOREWORD

This report details the conclusions drawn from a study of flex-

wing vehicles conducted by the Planning Research Corporation under
ARPA order 547, Army Research Office contract number DA-31-124-
ARO-D-Z63. The study as actually conducted was quite different from

the original concept, which was intended as an evaluation of flex-wing

aircraft in support of U.S. forces engaged in military operations.

Early in the program, PRC' s efforts were redirected by ARPA to-

ward the problems of indigenous forces performing anti- and counter-

surgency actions in underdeveloped countries. The ultimate effect of

this redirection was to bring into focus missions and roles whose require -

ments were more compatible with the performnýLnce characteristics of

the powered and towed version of the flex-wing vehicles than with the

drop glider or homing versions of the towed glider--both of which have

potential value to U. S. forces operating in sophi sticated combat environ-

ments. The precision drop glider, the towed glider with a homing device,

and competitive devices such as the steerable parachute were effectively

climinatedfron" further analysis by two factors: first, their application

in counterinsurgency operations appeared not to offer improvements in

mobility of the magnitude sought by ARPA; and second, they depend in

all cases on relatively expensive and sophisticated air vehicles for their

utility.

This study was performed as a team effort under the direction of

M. Fishbein, Project Manaager. Members of this team and their areas

of research were R. A. Wise and F. J. Bcrberich, operational environ-

ment; E. Moness, a consultant, aircraft characteristics and perform-

ance analysis; S. D. Newland and 0. Hansen, cost analysis; and Dr.

iM. S. Schaeffer, mathematical modeling and cost-effectiveness analysis.
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4 ' BSTRACT

-Cost-effectiveness evaluations were made of several versions of

flex-wing aircraft in support of civic action and couinterinsurgency op-

erations performed by the indigenous forces of underdeveloped nations.

Powered flex-wing aircraCt were compared with light fixed-wing

and rotary-wing aircraft presently in or planned for inclusion in U. S.

Army aviation inventories. These same aircraft were considered in the

performance of routine logistic functions, alone and as part of towed

flex-wing glider systdms.

The cost-effectiveness analyses were accomplished through simple

models of situations derived from an analysis of four underdeveloped

countries. NoatternptWasrnade to combine the several results into one

overallm sure of cost-effectiveness or to define an optimum system to

support the 'forces of a particular country.
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I. SUMMARY

The results of this study recognize two distinct types of flex-wing

vehicles: the powered flex-wing utility aircraft, and the towed flex-wing

glider.

Competing conventional aircraft employed in the operations and

4ýý" i cost-effectiveness comparison with the powered flex-wing were the

Beaver and Otter fixed-wing utility aircraft and the LOH-5A and UH-lD

helicopters.

In analyzing the role of the towed flex-wing glider in support of or

in enhancing the operational performance capabilities of conventional air-

craft, two basic (payload) sizes were examined, a Z,000-pound-payload

glider operating in combination with the Beaver, the Otter, and the

LOH-5A; and an 8,0 0 0-pound-payload glider towed by the UH-1D

helicopter.

For the powered flex-wing utility aircraft, the most significant

parameter in establishing a superiority in cost-effectiveness (dollars/

flying hour) with competing conventional aircraft was the unit or flyaway

cost, based on accepted values of life expectancy (5 years) and quanti-

ties purchased (1,000 units). On the other hand, the towed glider sys-

tems were basically insensitive to the flex-wing glider unit cost param-

eter because of the overpowering effect of the cost of the towing

aircraft.

Generally, the cost-effectiveness results obtained from all the

towed glider systems were disappointing; in only two cases did the

towed glider system perform better than the towed vehicle carrying its

normal payload. One, the LOH-5A towing a flex-wing glider, showed

that this system was slightly superior to the helicopter operating alone,

when hauling cargo short distances; i. e. , 25 n. mi. The other, the

UE-iD in the towing configuration, showed an improved effectiveness

over the UH--D operating alone, both for short- and long-distance haul-

ing. However, in no case was the improvemnent of such a significant

.nature as to recommend the towed glider configuration over the towing

I
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,4 craft operating alone. One exception to the above conclusion could be

drawn fronm the occasional requirement to haul an oversized object;

here the towed glider with its open sides and flat cargo deck has an in-

disputable advantage, albeit not measurable by any of the cost-

effectiveness parameters employed in this study,

The poor showing of the towed glider system is clearly due to the

large increment in drag imposed on the combination by the flex-wing

configuration. Improving the aerodynamic configuration of the present

type of flex wing would, to be sure, reduce the drag horsepower re-

,uired, but not without an attendant increase in fabrication complexity,

and control and stability problems. Intuitively, the gain in operating

performance to be obtained fronm this improvement in aerodynamic

cleanness--i, e. , increased L/D--would not improve the cost-effectiveness

ratios by a significant amount. Furthermore, the prospect of overloading

any one of the tow-craft offers such gain in operating performance, with-

out adding to the inventory, that it should not be overlooked as a worthy

competitor to the towed glider system.

Another important conclusion to be drawn from this study is the

relative insensitivity of cost-effectiveness to aircraft performance op-

erating in the type of environments and situations developed in this re-A port. With this insensitivity to performance, the use of conventional

aircraft, in lieu of the slow-speed, short-range capability of the pow-

ered flex-wing utility vehicle, offers no mneasurable advantages. This

is borne out in the results of the cost-effectiveness analysis for both

ST•i civic action and military missions.

In civic action roles, the low unit cost of the powered flex wing

makes its cost-effectiveness superior to that of the conventional fixed-

wing aircraft, and orders of magnitude better with respect to helicopters

-- when the maximum cost ratios (i. e. , PRC estimates) are used. Using

the rrinimum cost ratios as a basis for establishing cost-effectiveness

(i. e. , the higher cost data submitted by Ryan), one finds that the pow-

ered flex-wing utility aircraft enjoys but a nominal advantage over the

conventional fixed-wing vehicles for many missions. The most signifi-

I cant advantage of the powered flex-wing utility vehicle is found in the

Ar,
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cost-effectiveness comparison with helicopters; this is because of the

A high unit cost of this system and its application to missions not optimal

to their (helicopter) operational capabilities.

t The composite results of most of the missions of a military char-

acter studied in this evaluation reveal the powdred flex-wing utility ve-
hicle to be slightly better than conventional fixed-wing aircraft when the

cost-effectiveness is based on the conservative, minimum cost ratios.

Only for the rapid-reaction and routine resupply missions did the

conventional fixed-wing aircraft show a marginal edge in cost-effectiveness

over the powered flex-wing aircraft, using the conservative, minimum

cost ratios. The use of the less conservative cost ratios developed by

S PRG gives the powered flex-wing utility vehicle a slight advantage over

the conventional fixed-wing aircraft.'• For some selected military roles, such as troop reinforcement,

.A command and control, artillery direction, and convoy control, the use

of the powered flex-wing utility vehicle offers substantial advantages
over conventional fixed-wing aircraft, and superior performance (i. e. ,

Scost-effectiveness) over the use of helicopters.
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II INTRODUCTION

A. General

The transportation systems of underdeveloped countries are pri-

mitive by U.S. standards. Their populations are heavily rural and--

while villages are not generally far from market towns that serve as

area communication centers--relatively inaccessible to government

agents on a routine basis. During certain seasons ,nly air modes of

transportation are capable of offering any communication at all between

villages and towns.

The problems of countering insurgency are closely tied to these

communication shortages. Education, medical assistance, and protec-

tion are always difficult, sometimes impossible, to provide. Roads and

railroads will not be adequate for years. Aircraft may well be a neces-

sity if discontent is to be controlled and eliminated.

The interest of the United States in these problems is not an idle

one. Recent history provides many examples in which unrest in under-

developed nations has grown to such proportions as to produce a con-

frontation between international powers. On several occasions, U.S.

participattion has been forced at an intense and expensive level. Should

such participation be required simultaneously in several areas, the

United States would find it difficult to be responsive.

The solution to the problem may lie in providing indigenous gov-

"ernments the tools required to fight insurgency effectively without sig-

nificant outside help. At early stages of insurgency, the mobility in-

herent in aviation is unquestionably one of these tools. And since

sophisticated aircraft may not be required to fight an unsophisticated

adversary, the cost issue is likely to be the paramount one.

SThe Rogallo or flex-wing concept consists essentially of three con-

figurations: (1) a powered version that leads to a cheap, low-speed,

"dirty" airplane; (2) an easy-to-tow glider capable of carrying odd-size

loads because of its open construction and flat-bed cargo deck; and (3)

a collapsible glider (PDG) adaptable to air launch from a high-flying

lI
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aircraft and competitive. with the steerable parachute and similar modes

of aerial cargo delivery.

The first two configurations are potentially useful as cheap air
tzansportation or as economical ways of supplementing existing aircraft.

Their utility to indigenous forces will be explored in the body of this re-
port. T he PDG, on the other hand, is a special-purpose technique of in-
terest primarily because of the stand-off and homing capabilities it can

provide. An analysis of operational environments of interest to indigen-

ous counterinsurgency forces did not lead to a sufficient number of PDG
roles to merit its inclusion in this study. Similar considerations led to

the elimination of the homing version of the towed flex-wing glider as a
subject for evaluation.

B. Study Approach

In the following pages the study methodology and results are de-
scribed. In brief, the approach selected was as follows:

1. Several underdeveloped countries were selected for analysis.

Maps of these countries were drawn and population centers and centers
of government located. Roads, airports, and communications were iden-

tified and terrain and atmospheric environments investigated.

a. A variety of publications and historical records were consulted
and a set of civic actions and military operations appropriate to counter-
insurgency was constructed. This set of activities and the results of the
map analysis were used to develop an operational environment and a model

province, in which context the remainder of the study was conducted.

3. The above analyses led to the establishment of roles and mis-
sions for aviation. Those flex-wing configurations with performance char-

acteristics matching the operational requirements were then identified.
In a similar manner, conventional, competitive systems were selected

on the basis of compatible performance characteristics.

4. Army and Air Force publications and information obtained
from manufacturers were used to determine the performance and cost

parameters of the selected systems.

a
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5. Models of the missions were constructed and cost-effectiveness

comparisons of alternative systems were performed. The models were in-

tentionally simplified so that the contributions of the basic cost and per-

formance parameters could be clearly identified. Furthermaore, the eval-

uation was carried out under the assumption that the aircraft of interest

will be operated and maintained by i digenous forces, as contrasted with

the present situation in South Vietnam in which the Army of the Republic of

Vietnam receives extensive support from United States military aviation.
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Ill. AIRCRAFT MýISSiONS AND ROLE-S

In order to identify likely areas of utility for flex-wing vehicles and

to establish realistic performance demands to be made, a detailed opera-

M tional environment was desired. The term, operational environment, is

r used here to denote collectively the general military-political context, the
physical and cultural characteristics of the area of operations, the roles

A and functions for which this class of aircraft seems suited, and finally a

series of representative aircraft tasks described in discrete terms of pay-

load, distance, time, and other operating constraints.

Within this general context, a distinction may be drawn between two

broad areas of potential utility. The first such area covers a wide range

of applications which might be termed civic action. This general class

includes the transportation tasks associated with government programs

of public health, public education, agricultural improvement, and re-

settlement, as well as the internal administrative transportation required

in conducting the routine business of government. These areas are rele-

vant to the study on two counts. First, the represent programs that are
essential elements in a national counterinsurgency campaign, and, second,
these programs are commonly supported by military resources.

The second area encompasses those routine military tasks which

J• are tyrpical of counterguerrilla operations. This category is representa-

tive of a more advanced stage of insurgency; in some ways, it corresponds

to the 1964-1965 period in South Vietnam. However, the roles and mis-

sions depicted under this category are in most cases equally applicable

to the actions required of national police and other para-military forces

during the early stages of an insurgency.

The civic and military applications appropriate to counterinsurgency

are to a certain extent a function of the particular environment in which

they take place. The political and physical environment used as a context
is a model based on a survey of four countries--Thailand, Nigeria, West
Pakistan, and Colombia--which were selected as being representative of

underdeveloped areas in which there is a reasonably presumptive threat

rvI
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of insurgency. The distances, frequencies, and payloads used in the

cost-effectiveness analyses are derived from this model province, which

influences also the civic action missions defined and the military deploy-

4 nment assumed.

The civic action applications considered are based on similar ac-

. tivities being conducted in widely scattered parts of the world, as reported

in publications of the Agency for International Development, various mili-

tary journals, and the work of private researchers. The selected appli-
cations also include roles for which no specific precedent has been found

but which appear to PRC as reasonable areas for investigation. Two as-

sumptions were required for the determination of these applications:

o In the context of the study, the most significant activity con-

nected with civic action programs is that which takes place at the lower

levels of publication administration (i. e., the province, the district, and

the township).

o Aircraft of the general class to be evaluated will be used ex-

tensively in civic action programs owing to the primitive nature or the

vulnerability of surface transportation.

:, The characterization of the military operations incorporated herein

is based on two main sources. These are, first, historical records of

post-World War II counterinsurgency campaigns in Malaya, Algeria, the

Philippines, and Vietnam; and, second, current United States military

doctrine for operations against irregular forces.

A. The Model Province

. The model province (Exhibit I) is approximately 5,000 square miles

in size and has a population of about 40,000 concentrated mainly in theA central and western portions. The province is subdivided politically into

seven districts. IEighty percent of the population live in rural communi-

ties of 100 to 500 people and the economy is predominantly agricultural.

These farm communities are in effect satellites of larger market towns,

one of which in each district is the seat of government or district head-

quarters. The provincial capital and district headquarters are connected

by a sparse network of semi-improved seasonally unusable roads. The

m m m m m m m m m
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district headquarters, market towns, and rural communities are con-

nected by cart tracks, which are for the most part suitable for animal-

drawn vehicles. The provincial capital, district headquarters, and

market towns are also linked by government-operated telephone and

telegraph service, used primarily for government business.

The terrain in the central and western portions of the province is

level to gently rolling, and is divided about evenly into cultivated land,

small groves of trees, and savanna. In the east the ground rises through

foothills to heavily forested mountain slopes.

B. Civic Action Applications

Civic action conceived on a broad scale can give rise to an almost

limitless number of uses for aircraft of the class under study. For pur-

poses of this evaluation, it is sufficient to identify a telatively small

number of applicatioi's covering a broad spectrum of nominal distance-

payload combinations and hence representing the performance demands

associated with a much larger number of conceivable uses for the flex-

wing vehicle and its competitors. Seven such applications have been

selected and are defined below. In selecting these representative ap-

plications, an effort has been made to avoid those which are of marginal

utility or are highly speculative and to concentrate on roles which imply

extensive utilization of the aircraft for purposes directly related to bol-

stering national immunity to insurgency.

I. First Application

Requirement: Provincial and district officials must make

frequent visits to local centers of population and subordinate units of

government to conduct public business and maintain contact with their

constituencies. In this role the aircraft must support travel from the

provincial capital to district headquarters, between district headquarters,

and from district headquarters to other principal towns.

LJ
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Payload: 360 lbs.!

SDistance-Frequency Table:z

Miles f
04

0-52

"6-10 4

11-15 6

16-20 1

21-25 9

26-30 2

31-35 0

S36-40 0
41-45 1

46-50 0

51-55 0

56-60 1

) 2. Second Application

Requirement: Teams of government information special-

ists, medical technicians, and intelligence personnel based at district

headquarters must visit small communities.in areas of intensive in-

OA surgent activity, for the purpose of maintaining the government pres-

ence, hearing grievances, gathering information, and administering

"minor medical aid. The typical team consists of five men and is a

"equipped with public address apparatus, supplies of news media, and

medical supplies.

~ 1All calculations assume the weight of one man to be 180 pounds.

2Frequency refers throughout to the nunmber of times the distance occurs
in the geometry of the model province.

.4
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Payload: 1,500 lbs.

Distance- Frequency Table:

Miles f

0-5 2

6-10 4
11-15 5

16-Z0 1

J 21-Z5 1

3. Third Application 4

Requirement: Telephone and telegraph lines connecting prin-

cipal towns and centers of government must be kept operative to support

the public business and provide warning of insurgent activity. Repair

teams consisting of the aircraft pilot, and one additional man, with re-

pair tools and replacement supplies will make continuous inspection

flights to detect trouble spots and make such repairs as may be feasible.

Teams operate from district headquarters. For the purpose oi establish-

ing mission distances, the long line segments requiring surveillance

are assumed to be as shown in Exhibit 2.

Payload: 400 lbs.

Distance- Frequency Table:

Miles f

0-5 8
6-10 15

11-15 3

16-20 0

if 4. Fourth Application

Requirement: In order to bring skilled medical care to the

majority of the population, teams of doctors based at district headquarters

must make frequent periodic visits to outlying towns. These flights are also

S."used to replenish stocks of medical supplies at local clinics.

14
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Payload: 400 lbs.

Distance-Frequency Table:

Miles f

0-5 2.

6-10 4

11-15 5

16-Z0 1
2.1-25 1

5. Fifth Application

Requirement. Seriously ill and injured persons requiring

modern hospital care must be evacuated to the provincial capital. Mis-

sions include both scheduled and emergency flights.

Payload:

Case 1: 180 lbs.

Case 2: 1,080 lbs.

, Distance- Frequency Table;

Mile s f

0-5 1

6-10 i

11-15 2

16-20 z

•!')Z6-30 2
'•I31-35• 2
,' l{36-40 0

41-45 3

46-50 0

A 51-55 3
S•56-60 I

6. Sixth Application

Requirement: Government rgricultural experts based at dis-

trict headquarters imiust provide county-agent type services to faimers

14
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4

throughout the district, requiring frequent, recurring visits to outlying

agricultural communities.

Payload: 180 lbs.

Distance-Frequency Table-

Miles£

0-5 2

6-10 4
11-15 

5

16-20 1

,4 _l2-25 1

• .7. Seventh Application

The general requirement is for aerial, dissemination of pesti-

cidcs and insecticidus over large areas of the province in connection with

I- government programs for increasing agricultural yields, suppressing

insect-borne diseases, and opening new land to productive use.I

a. Case 1.

I lRequirement: Spray 150,000 acres of crop land.

Payload: Spray equipment weighing 1 50 pounds, plus

optimum weight of insocticidc calculated at 32 pounds per acre.

Rate of Coveragc: 60 acres per aircraft per hour.

b. Case Z

Requirement: Spray 75,000 acres of swamp and savanna.

Payload: Spray equipment weighing 1 50 pounds, plus

optimurnm weight of insecticide calculated at 6 pounds per acre.

Rate of Coverage: 60 acres per aircraft per hour.

C. MUlitary Applications

Insurgent forces in the province are assumed to consist ol 1,000-

1,500 armyied guerrillas supported by a covert civilian apparatus of

•Although the use of defoliants and chemical/biological agents for mili-
tary purposes is not considered in the evaluation, these uses are analo-

7 gous to the application described here.

.1
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approximct~ely three times that• number. An infantry division, consisting

of three regiments and supporting troops, has the mission of subduing the

insurgents in the province. The organizational structure of the division

follows orthodox military lines although the infantry strength--i. battalions--
-is greater than the more conventional 8 to 10 battalions.

The deployment of the division is illustrated in Exhibit 3, wherein

it is assumed that government forces have established virtually unirn-

Sipaired control of the shaded.region. Elsewhere in the province, control

. of both land and population is in contention and the guerrilla has almost

unrestricted freedom of operation as long as he mnoves in groups of 50 or

less. Furthermore, two districts in the province are shown unoccupied.
This reflects the commonly encountered situation in which the counter-

insurgent forces are not strong enough to mount an intensive camnpaign

everywhere at once. Several features of the deployment merit special
mention because of their particular significance with respect to the del-

' inition of specific aircraft tasks.

Companies, battalions, regiments, and the division itself have been

assigned precise territorial sectors of responsibility. The foci of tactical

activity are the combat bases established by each of these elements. At

battalion, regimental, and division levels, the combat base consists of

* the command and control element, combat support units, comnbat service
xl support units, and a reserve or reaction force of appropriate size. Both

I short-range and long-range patrols operate extensively in the occupied

"� areas, performing reconnaissance and combat missions. Sectors of re-
- Isponsibility correspond to political subdivisions insofar as possible.

Thus, each regiment is assigned a sector corresponding to a district(see

Exhibit 4), the division area of responsibility is the province, and rnili-

tary command posts are co-located with the seats of civil government in

their respective areas of responsibility.

It is assumed that the duration of the anti-guerrilla camnpaign will

have made it feasible and profitable to construct rudimentary airstrips

at company, battalion, and regimental combat bases. The guerrillas are

armed with small arms, light mortars, and a few recoilless rifles. Their

most effective antiaircraft weapons are 9-mm. and .50-caliber machine

4'
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g~u-, which are not considered L-, significant threat ýo aircraft flying at

altitudes above 1,500 feet.
-.. ight type operations have been clected as representing the most

likely areas of flex-wing utility in the military situation just described.

o Tactical movement of reaction forces

o Routine aerial surveillance

o Routine resupply of combat bases

o Temporary resupply of large reaction forces

o Resupply of long range patrols

.0 o Command, staff, and courier travel

01o Aerial adjustment of artillery fire

0 Column control and route reconnaissance

* These roles are described below in a series of special situations, each

of which defines the tactical setting and nature of the requirement, the

payload to be carried, and the distance or distances of interest.

"i. First Special Situation

The situation requires rapid movement of a reaction force to

reinforce an isolated garrison or engage a group of insurgents.

a . Case 1

Requirement: Move 10 men from a regimental to a

battalion combat base, from a regimental to a company combat base, or

from a battalion combat base to a company combat base.

Payload: 1,800 lbs.1

Distancc-Fr-equency Table?' 4

Miles f

0 -5 6

6-10 19

11-15 14

16-Z0 4

?II- 2 5 4

nAii calculations assurne the weight of one man to be 180 pounds.4 2 Froquency refers throughout to the number of times the distance occurs
in the geometry of the model province.

-r
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b, Case 2

Requirement: Move 100 men front a battalion combat

. base to a company combat base.

..Payload 18,000 lbs.

Distanc e-Irequency Tablc:

IL Miles f

0-5 4

6-10 13

11-13 3

Rcquirocriet: Move 350 rmen from a regimental conabat

base to a battalion or company combat bas3 .

Payload: 63,000 ibs.

Distancc - Frecuency Table:

Milus f

0-5 Z

6-10 6

11-15 11

16-20 4

21-25 4

2 . Second Special Situation

Requirement: The situation requires daily aerial surveillance 4
of each battalion sector. Each flight will originate at the battalion combat

base and fly a continuous surveillance pattern over half of the battalion

sector. The surveillance pattern consists of a series of parallel flight

paths spaced one mile apart. At the conclusion of the pa3tern the aircraft

returns to the battalion combat base. One observer and a radio are re-

quired in addition to the pilot.
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(Payload: 360 lbs.

Distance-Frequency Table:

Miles f

91-110 2

111-130 0

131-150 4

151-170 2

171-190. 0

191-210 2

3. Third Special Situation

The situation requires that all deployed battalions and conm-

panies be resupplied from the regimental combat base by air at 5-day

intervals.

a. Case 1

Requirement: Resupply deployed rifle companies.

Payload: 5,300 lbs.

Distance-Frequency Table:

Miles f

0-5 1

6-10 5

11-15 8

16-20 2

21-25 2

b. Case 2

Requirement: Resupply battalion headquarters and

headquarters companies.

(I
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Payload: 14-,000 lbs.

Distanco-7recquency Table:

Mlilu z

0-5 1

6-10 1
11-15 3

16-20 2

21-25 2

4. Fourth Special Situation

Requirement: A rvgimnontal reaction force of 350 mcn has

been committed to action in the vicinity of a battalion comnbat base or a

company combat: base. One day's requirument fo-r Class I and Class V

supply is to be delivered to thenI by air from division supply points.

Payload: 8,300 lbs.

Distancu-Frequency Table:

MilQ6 f

0-5 i

6-10 3

11-15 4

16-20 6

21-25 4

26-30 4
• %}31-35 6

1 36 -40 2

5. Fifth Spocial-Situation

"Rccl•quiroen-ct: A rifle platoon on long-range patrol is to re-

ceive 5 days of supply of combat essentials by air. The point of origin

4 is the division supply point.

Payload: 9801bs.

!J Nominal Distance: 65 miles

b

;iI
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6. Sixth Special Situatioa

R equirement: The situation requires that commanders, staff
officcrs, liaison personnel, and couriers travel by air between command

posts on a regular and frequcnt basis. E~achnmission involves from one to

five passengers.

Case 1 130 ibs.

Case 2 360 lbs.

Case 3 540 lbs.

Case 4 900 lbs.

, Distance-?rvequency Table: (Applicable to
all cases)

IIvljius f

0-5 5

6-10 14

11-15 6

16-2.0 3

21--5 3

26-30 0
3l--35 1

7. Seventh Special Si-,ul/ion

Rcquirun-cnt: Di'roct bupport artillery will participate in a

"search and clear" operation centered on a company conmbat base. An

aerial observer opcratirig fZ-oi1 the nearest batta.lion comlbat babe will re-

main airborne in the target area throughout the operation.

Payload: 360 lbs.

Distancc-Fruquuncy Table:

0-5 4

6-10 13

1l•15 3
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"•8. Eilghth Spccial Situiaion

Requirement: An artillery battalion is to bc shifted from

orne regimental sector to anothe.. The battalion will mnake a motor

march of 50 mii,-'s at an avur~gu speed of 20 railcs per hour. The Liernc

length of the column is 0.1 hours. One or inare aircraft will rcmain

on station over the column to assi6t in co].umn control, route recon-

naissance, and 6ecurity.

SPayload: 360 lbs.

4

-4

S~I
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IV. DATA DETERMI'.VINAT ION

A. FleQx-Wing and Competitiv,- Systemns

k 1. Conventional Aircraft

At the bgnigof this study a search was ma;de th-rough, ifLe

inventory of Army and Air Force icrf and a selectionwas mande to in-,.

II lude all those withi whichfl-eIx-wing aircraft maight be comapetitive or whiichi

1 might be involved in the convpU'ar.I son ncessary to evaluaIte flexC-wing glide rs.

This searchi produced a list of ~ievcn fixed-win"r vehlicles and fourhe-

copters . The fixed-winz vrhicle- .3 Vere the.. U-i OA Super Courier, h,

U-IA Otter, the CV-213 Carxbou, an--d the G-119, C0-12 3, and C-i1 3 0 hl L F-o rceC

ca~rgo typea;; and the0 four he icopteuis we;re the 1-1-2.3D, 'Uii iD, 11-34z"', and

9 CI-l-47A. A fifthi helicopter type,, tin: L0il- SA, was included in the list since

it is like-ly to be in the Arrnvy aircraft inventory in the neaur future.

A~s the study proceedQ d, enxphls~tizinu support of indigcenous £01 ce~s,

anid a,, the aircraft requiremenlIts of thesei forces Were1. defined, iibee±.Lne

apparent thae oliyi inluccý,:ysteins would be of interest an-d

most of the typesL initially Listed were ruled out- of theu evalu-ations. T'(he
'z final selection consinited of two fixed-winig and two rotary-wing aircrwlt,

the CT-GA and UJ-lA, and the LOI-l-5A anld Ufli, repectively-.

The U-GA, U-) A, an iII aebeen in the inventory for somcIt

time. Technical dataý conee rning thL lil are, 1 h1.entiful and theuir operaitionalJ

historiesý are amply docui-ented. Thec LOH.-5A offered an especially attr~tc-

tive comparison because, of its sime'll sizec. Although operational data con-

cerning it do not exist and were esbtin;. -ed asý required, technical, data wcere

readily available as a result of the PRO, anzalyses.

2. P1owered Flex-Wing Aircraft

The features that disitinguish flex-wing aircraft are simrplicityA of construction--tension membrane- wing, open cockpit, flat-bed cargo deckr;

simaplicity of conti .A--pitch and roll only; and a i-ninimfumn of engine arid

flight instrumentation. If these features providle economy and- fLeXibiliy,

theuy are also responsible for performance chiaracteristicsi which are quite

4unlike those of ae rodynaimic ally clea;n aircraft.

Ir.
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Up to the present, only on,; powered flex-wing vehicle has been

built and flown--the Ryan XV-8A Fleeop (Exhibit 5). This aircraft has

a typical Rogallo wing fabricated from polyester-coated Dacron cloth

4;! and continuously attached along the leading edges and keel structures;

, a truss-like spreader bar cross member, which supports the kecl and

leading edges, resists inward and upward forces resulting fromn mnern-

,brane tension, and provides a path for the transmnission of air loads to

the wing support structure. The wing is supported from an A-fraine and
aft tripod structure, which is attached to the vehicle cargo deck. A

tricycle landing gear, with steerable nose wheQl, direct-drive recipro-

cating engine with fixed pitch propeller, and minimnu-m engine and flight

V controls completes the picture of an unsophisticated utility vehicle.

It is well known that the Ryan llcep does not repre sent an opti-

m nized flex-wing utility aircraft and that a sound "go-around" would lead

Mý -ito ae rodynamically- -as well as structurally--inmproved configuration.

A mnodif;cd 33'leep is being plannud and its featurces are used in the study

to characterize flex-wing aircraft. The modifications are sirmplc changes

of some of the design features of the original vehicle, s5uch as moving

the butterfly tail frona the cargo deck to the keel at the trailing edge of

the wing. The expected inmproven•cnts are modest; as exanlples, L/D

is increased to 4.5 from 3.9, and fuel flow at inaxinmum range speed is

decreased to 64 fromn 66.1 pounds per uhour.

'r EZxtrapolating from the PYlee•p is possible and a family of powered

:K~i .• flex wings can be envisioned. -'or this study, two nmberls of this

famnily- -in addition to the Fleep- -were considered. One was "designed"

"to carry a 2,000-pound payload; the other is capable of carrying 3,000

useful pounds. As the evaluations turlned out, the smallest flex wing

was rarely penalized because of its size, and the basic evaluat:ions were

• conducted with it as a basis.

Although all mnembers of the famnily possess sinila.r perfornlauce
"characteristics and are subject to the saimie design constraints, certain

features vary as the aircraft increases in size. Increase in gross weight

requires larger engines, necessitating larger propeller diamleters to

: I
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1'absorb the power. If the pusher engine configuration is maintained,

propeller clearance requires moving the wing a greater distance above

the cargo deck, increasing the parasite drag and lowering the effective

A LID below the design value of 4.5. Therefore, the larger vehicles are

of a tractor configuration. Preliminary weight and balance studies weore

made of these configurations. They were sized about available direct-

drive a.ir--cooled engines, selected to conform with a specified 12-lb/h.p.

power loading requirement.

Generally, the family of powered flex-wing utility vehicles may

be represented by a straight line that denotes the variations of gross

weight with payload, and by fixed values for all performance character-

istics including takeoff and landing runs. As aircraft gross weight ap-

preaches 20,000 pounds, improved engine performance is required.

This implies supercharging, gear reduction, and controllable pitch pro-

pellers. Thus, the larger m-ernbers of the flex-wing family will by no

.ioans be as simple as their smnalJer counterparts.

•i 3. Towed Flex-WVing Gliders•
3 The towed ilex-wing glid:r is similar in construction to the

" powered version described above. The Ryan configuration (Exhibit 6)
possee a Delta vh.ng of polyester-coate4 Dacron, 'attached to a rigid

cross member which maintains the sweepback angle of the leading edges

at 50 degrees and transmits wing loads through the aft tripod to the cargo

deck structure. • Side loads are also t,ýansnmitted to the cargo deck through
' I

a I sliding tube in the apex fittin" of the forward A-framre support structure.

Changes in wing incidence from the takeoff to the cruise or towed flight

mode are effected through an electrical linear actuator that varies the

•distance between the apex fitting on the forward A-frame and the wing.

A single metal fin attached to the underside of the kecl provides direc-
tional stability and yaw damping.

OP A tow bridle consisting of four lengths of standard aircraft steel

cable terminates at the tow-bridle spreader bar; the tow-bridle spreaderA bar has provisions for attachment to the main tow cable. When under load,
the bridle generates corrective nmomnents around the roll, yaw, and pitch

':<I

* I'
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axes to damp out tow-cable oscillation and to reduce differential attitude

cLanges between the towed glider and towing aircraft. There are no re-

quirements for roll or pitch inputs to the glider after takeoff or while in4

the cruise or tow mode.

The cargo glider can be towed to a landing, in which case no con-

trol inputs are required, or it may be cut free from its towing aircraft

- at altitude for controlled or homing free-flight to a designated area.I Auwomatic flare is optional and is initiated when a lanyard, suspended

from the cargo deck, strikes the ground.

The several aircraft considered in the study differ with respect

to their glider-hauling ability. In general this is true and the glider

concept must be thought of as a family for the purpose of evaluation.

Although only two members of this family, a 2,0000-pound-payload ver-

sion and one of 8,000 pounds, are involved in the comparisons, the fam-

ily is implicit in their specifications.

B. Performance Data

1. General

Guidelines for the selection of performance characteristics

were obtained from concurrent studies of the operational environments

appropriate to counterinsurgency operations and of the missions for4. which aircraft would be required. The parameters chosen include not

only those involved in the actual numerical analyses performed but othersA important to any evaluation of flex-wing aircraft. For example, the hover

ability of a helicopter is hardly included in any of the cost-effectiveness

"models. Yet for those missions requiring this ability, the helicopter is
"unique and no basis exists for comparing it with the flex-wing aircraft.

"Basic data for the aircraft and flex-wing studied are presented in

"Exhibit 7. These and the performance data to be discussed in the follow-

". •Ling subsections were obtained or derived from standard manuals and ref-

erence sources.

- For the U-6A, Janes' All. the World's Aircraft was a source of most

Sdata including those on takeoff and landing runs, Velocity data were

adt hstakofaddt

Sm m m m m.t3; LI
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derived from the U-6A Operator's Manual, TM 55-1510-203-10. Deri-

vations were based on speed-load information obtained from column I
4

of this manual.

Janes and the U- IA Operator'_s Manual were used in the same way

for calculations involving the Otter except that data on takeoff and land-

"ing runs were not available in Janes and were obtained from the mlanual.

. Data concerning the LOPI-5A are from Engineoring •eport Numnber

60-92, a Hiller Aircraft Comnpany documnent.

Data concerning the UH- ID are from Janes and from Bell Helicopter

4 Company letter documents.

4 All flex-wing data of both the powered and towed versions were

"obtained from Ryan Aeronautical Company documents or from cornmuni-

cations with Ryan personnel.

2. Conventional Aircraft

The performance characteristics of the aircraft involved in

this study are summarized in Exhibit 8. All were calculated assurning

s•a-level standard conditions. Operations at altitude or under special

conditions of temperature. and humidity would vary pcrformnance data.

Generally, the resultant changes vary almnost directly with changes in

conditions and would not affect comnparisons. For all aircraft considered,

"operations should be limited to altitudes on the order of 7,500 fect, but

this was not considered to be a serious restriction in the environments

-° studie•d.

4 V is the aircraft velocity when operated at anaximnumn continuous

rated power, Generally, this velocity was used in the evaluations

because it is the mnost econornica&l one at which to operate if aircraft

costs are apportioned lincarly over a lifetime consisting of a fixed

.,1 number of flying hours. Engine manufacturers, when questioned, in-

sisted that flying at reduced power would not: increase engine life and

that fuel expenditures invariably represent a small portion of hourly

I operating costs. Velocity, of course, varies with gross weight and the

value tabled is a compromise selected from a graph of this variation.

Use of this single value in calculations probably doe-s not introduce

errors exceeding a few percent.

-I
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§4f 16s the hourly fuel flow at maximnum continuous power.

- (endurance) is the houroy fuel low corresponding to velocity for

maximum endurance. These values were used to estimnate the feasibil-

ity of missions involving loiter, such as artillery adjustment and column

control, but did not enter into any calculations. This procedure intro-
duces only neglible errors into the hourly costs associated with these

mis sionls.

"" U is the useful load that can be -;Lrried by an aircraft. It does

not include the weight of a pilot or of the enmpty aircraft, but it nmust be

decreased by the fuel carried in order to calculate payload.

"L is the weight of fuel that can be carried in the aircraft t;tandard

"tanks. Except as noted later when glider characteristics are discussed,

it did not enter the evaluations and need not be considered as having

t relevance to the results.

m rn is the. personnel carrying capjability of an aircraft, excluding

pilot. These values were not computed for the study and it is conceivable

that they would be larger for indigenous troops of smaller physical stat-

ure than Americans in general.

, is the litter-carrying capability of an aircraft. Statements

similar to those made immediately above would also be appropriate here.

T. 0. and L. R. are the ground distances required for takeoff and

landing, respectively. They apply to normal gross weight conditions and

"J :•would vary somewhat with any changes in these conditions.

T.O. and L.R. are the toLal distances required to clear a.50 50
50-foot obstacle on takeoff and landing respectively. They also apply

to normal gross weight conditions and are sensitive to changes in these.

3. Powered Flex-Wing Aircraft

The performance characteristics if the three powered flex-

wing aircraft studied are summarized in Exhibit 9.

The flex-wing vehicles evaluated arc, like the Fleep, assumed

to have enough control on the ground to take off in a 90-degree cross

wind of 15 knots. In flight, the two-axis control system provides

.4d
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adequate maneuverability at 65 knots without exceeding the limit load

factor of 2.5. The flat lift-curve slope of the Delta wing configuration

and the low operating speeds of the aircraft mitigate the possibiiity 0C

abrupt large changes in C when encountering vertical gusts or changes

in elevator angles. The prospect of exceeding the limit load factor

because of gust or nmaneuvcr is therefore slight.

The light wing loading and low operating speed of flex-wing vehicles

make them responsive to even thu lightcst of gust conditions. Thus,

flying at low altitudes, as would norially be the case, could be an un-

conmfortable experience--a good reason for planning flight durations

not to exceed, say, 2 hours.

4. Towed Flux-Wing Gliders

Several basic design p)aramUters are held constant for all

gliders studied. In these vehicles L/D = 3.5 , wing loading = 6 pounds
2per ft , wing leading edges are swept back 50 degrees, and the center

of gravity of the cargo is below the wing, a distance equal to 43 percent

of the keel length. Actually, this latter statement depends on cargo

distribution as the glide ratio depends on the shape and size of the cargo

being carried. Empty weight is treated s; a linear function of paLyload

and the two points studied--2,000- and 8,000-pound payloads--define

this relationship.

The inherenl dynamic stability of the towed flex-wing glider has

been demonstrated succcssfully ninny Limes in flight tests condlacted

jointly by Rtyan Aeronautical Company alnd the Arl-ny 1' ransportation

Research Command at the Yuma Proving Grounds, Yuma, Arizona.

Although these tests have involved only helicopters, this study assumes

that fixed-wing towing would be silnilarly feasible. Towing a flex-wing

glider, however, is not without its hazards; and penalties. Some payload

capability--internai to the towing vchicle--mnust be sacrificed to an ob-

server who monitors takeoff, flight, and landing. Pilot and crew require

intensive training before these operations can be performned with reason-

able safety. Precision of operation is also a function of the skill levels
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of pilot and observer especially under marginal weather conditions.

The glider capabilities used in this study are norninal and will be de-

"graded by hot and humrid weather and gusty air and other adverse envi-

ronmental conditions.

Glider performanice data are presented in ExhibiL 10. These per-
formance data are, to a large dcgree, a function of the nature of the

.4 towing aircraft. When towed behind a fixed-wing aircraft or helicopter,

"4'ý the flex-wing glider irnposc s an appruciable drag on the towing vehicle.
'nThis drag mer-ent may be expressed in tern-ms of horsepower required,

as a function of the spced, in which forrn it is illustrated for several.

4 glider payloads in Exhibit II. These drag effects determine the rmaxi-

r. mum payload an aircraft can tow as well as the mnaximum speed at

which this can be done. The following paragraphs indicate how theose

glider characteristics and takeoff and landing runs were delorrnined.

When towing a glider, cach aircraft was assumed to fly with fuLll

fuel tanks and with an observer. Thus, the gross weight of the U-6A,

for example, during towing operations was taken as 4,220 poulds and

the power required to fly this configuration at various speeds is shown

in Exhibit 12. Also shown in the exhibit are curves, derived from-

Exhibit 11, representing the power rquired when tle L3eaver is towing

a 1,000-pound-payload and a 2,000-pound-payload glider. The maxim-nul

"glider payload that the Beaver can carry is then set by the speed at

"d.,,•. which the haul can be performed \vhe the aircraft is operating at maxi-

mumr continuous power. For Lte Bceaver, this maximurnm glider load is

. nearly 2,000 pounds since larger payloads would force systeml speed too

" * [close to the stalling speed of the aircraft. For the U-IA Otter, a simni-

lar analysis was performed, but since fundamentLal data were lacking in
: 1'a° this case, they were generated using certain assumptions. A major

assumption was that both Otter and Beaver would have roughly the same

L/D and other aerodynamic characteristics; on these grounds a power-

required curve for the Otter was constructed. Propeller efficiency and

power available were then calculated from basic engine data.

Power available and required curves for helicopters normally

1 -1take on a form different from that of fixed-wing aircraft. Exhibit 13iM

'4"
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EXHIBIT 10 - TOWED FLEX-WING GLIDER PERFORMANCL-
CHAIRACT LRIS TICS

G V T.O.() TO(G)50 (G)50
(lbs) (knots) (ft)_____

:. U-6A 2,000 64 1,560 2,200 175
U-lA 2,000 67 1,640 2,285 175
LOH- 5A 2,000 53 600 1,3Z5 175

tJ.-l,1 8,000 52 2,000 Z,400 175

A 
4

A•
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shows this information for the LOI-1-5A operating at its towing we:ight of

A 2,210 pounds. Also shown in this exhibit are curves, derived from

Exhibit I1, representing the power required when the LOH-5A is towing

a 1,000-pound-payload and a 2,000-pound-payload glider. Similar curves
'•i ~were constructed for the UI-I-ID. Because of the low speed capabilities

of helicopters, maximum glider payloads for these aircraft are governed

by the stalling speed of the glider that was taken as somnewhere between
'!•° •!I50 and 55 knots.

In this manner, G , the maximum glider payload an aircraft can

tow safely, and VG , the speed at which this can be accomplished, were

"A determined for each aircraft.
Landing the towed flex-r-ing glider is accomplished by cutting it

loose during descent. Since the glider is on skids its unobstructed

Sground run is negligible. Based on a glide ratlo of 3.5, landing runs /
over a 50-foot obstacle approximate 175 feet. If the tow-craft is to

land at the objective area, the run required for the "system'" is the larger

of the distances required by aircraft and glider alone.
Fixed-wing system takeoff runs were computed by linear extrap-

oiation fromn data provided by Ryan--in the case of the Beaver--er from

basic data on the aircraft alone- -in the case of the Otter. The Ryan data
covered takeoff of the Beaver towing a 1,000-pound-payload glider. The
total weight of this system was 5,370 pounds. The total weight of a

2,0000-pound-payload glider system is 6,820 pounds, which is 1.27 of the

Ryan systern. Takeoff runs required by the heavier system should be

proport;cnately greater. The Leaver values for T.0. and T.O0
'50

si)own in Exhibit 10 use these greater distances and include 400 feet for

cablu and the lengths of a-rcraft and glider.

Otter values wvere sirilarly obtained from data appropriate to the

aircraft alone since no glider information was available. The values

'Výhovin in Exh:' it 10 aie likely to be underestimates. This conclusion

foL±ows fronm -e fact that calculations of this sort performed on the

rBeaver gave numbers snalle; than the tabled values.
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Helicopter system takeoff runs were determined by numerical

integration of the equation:

"i VTO

HP /V

<4 where V : forward speed

VTO takeoff speed of the glider

HPExZ excess horsepower available

l.v = mass of the system

Takeoff runs over a 50-foot obstacle were computed assuming constant

horizontal speed during the climb. All excess horsepower is therefore

available for climb. Since speed is unchanged, excess horsepower and,

A -consequently, rate of climb are constant.

C. Cost Data

1. General

9 Aircraft cost analysis includes two major cost areas: pro-

curernent and operations. Procurement costs include aircraft flyaway,

aircraft spares, ground support equipment, training, and transportation

of aircraft and spares to their destination. Operntion costs include pay

and allowances, maintenance material, and POL.

Procuremnent costs might also include facilities but these were not

• ,considered since they would not be expected to differ much from system

to system and because they must be estimated on a country basis andVs require fairly comprehensive information on existing facilities and

national plans for aircraft use. Operating costs sometimes included in

.1 cost analyses but omitted here are attrition, maintenance of ground

support equipment, annual training, and annual transportation and travel.

I For purposes of this study they rmay be regarded as insignificant.

I •
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. Aircraft costs may be treated in at least two ways: total system

"costs for a given period or costs per operating hour. Either approlach
A requires essentially the same data and assumptions although one is

generally more appropriate to a given goal. For this study, since .com-

petitive systems are to be compared with respect to types of rnissigns

rather than a particular complex mission, hourly costs provide a par-

ticularly simple means of evaluation. Whenever mission effectiveness

-I can be matched, merely being able to calculate operating times leads

to a straightforward cost-effectiveness comparison.

No cost analysis can be accomplished without assumptions. Con-

sequently all cost conclusions must be tentative ones until their sensi-

tivity to these assumptions has been determined. The following assump-

tions underlie the data to be presented in the next three subsections.

The list is not exhaustive although it covers most of the more important

points and other assumptions will be explicitly stated throughout the
discussion.

:•0 f or each aircraft, flyaway costs are for about 1,000 units of

production.

0 o Each aircraft flies 500 hours per year.

0 Each aircraft system is "installed" in a country about 8,300

miles from the U. S. west coast where the military pay scale

is about I/]0th that of the U. S. (These conditions approxi-

mate Thailand.)

o The existing airbase and maintenance facilities of this coun-

Vtry are adequate for any of the aircraft considered.4

2. Conventional Aircraft Costs

Conventional aircraft costs are given in summarized form

in Exhibit 14.

With the exception of the LOI-I-5A, 1964 flyaway costs (less

avionics) were obtained from the Army Materiel Command. Generally,

avionics for these aircraft are roughly 8 to 12 percent of flyaway costs.

Such sophistication is not appropriate to the aircraft missions of interestV
It
n.
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EXHIBIT 14- CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT COSTS

U-6A U-lA LOH-5A UH-lD

Procurement(
1 )

A Flyaway 52.0 112.2 107.4 Z55.0

Spares 9.5 8.5 30.5 88.5

Ground Support Equipment 0.5 1.1 1.1 2.6

Pilot Training 4.1 4.5 2.1 2.9

Maintenance Training 1.6 z. 6 4.0 4.0

Initial Transportation 1.4 2.3 0.6 2.3
<2 Subtotal 69.1 131.2 145.7 355.3

M Operations(2)

Pilot: Pay and Allowances 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Maintenance Pay and 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.0

Allowances

Maintenance Material 19.0 17.0 61.0 177.0
POL 5.2 9.0 3.8 11.7

Subtotal 27.0 29.1 68.2 192.1

-I

Notes: (1) In thousands of dollars per aircraft.

(Z) In dollars per flying hour; 500 flying hours per year is
assumed to arrive at pilot and maintenance pay and allowances4 per flying hour.

j'.I
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to the study, which require little more than a capability to transmit and

receive voice. A rough estimate of 2 percent of cost was made for

avionics, and the flyaway costs shown include this increment.

The LOH flyaway cost is based on data obtained from a PRC study

for the Hiller Aircraft Company. It is based on a procurement of 1,000

aircraft and includes a pro-rata share of the R and D costs which were

estimated for that study.

Initial spares are usually costed at a fixed pe:z-ent--often 20--of

flyaway cost. For the aircraft considered here, such an approach

leads to unreasonable stockpiling insofar as maintenance material costs

per operating hour are a basis for judgment. Since most of these latter

are based on records of military operations, it seems appropriate to

regard them as realistic. Ideally, initial spares should be expected to

cover some specified number of flying hours o: some picked period of

time. The tabled values cover 500 flying hours (one year of aircraft

life) and are based on maintenance material costs.

Ground support equipment ordinarily is about 1.5 percent of fly-

away cost; 1 percent is used here to provide a minimum ground support

equipment complement.

Pilot training costs include instructor and student pay and allow-

ances and POL costs for instructional hours. The calculated costs

assume a crew ratio of 1.5 and an instruction ratio (instructors per

pilot) of 0.25. Length of instruction (57 weeks for fixed-wing aircraft

and 27 weeks for helicopters) and instructional flying hours (100) are

based on courses given'U. S. pilots. Instructors are considered to be

senior-ranking noncommissioned officers receiving U.S. pay and allow-

ances including travel and per diem, and students are paid 0.1 the salary

of a U.S. cadet since they are members of indigenous forces. POL •

costs are based on aircraft performance data and a per-gallon expense

of 5 cents, which is based on Air Force data and represents service-

wide experience.

Maintenance training costs are similarly estimated but they con-

sist entirely of pay and allowances. Duration of instruction is based on
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the length of U. S. courses. It is assumed constant (10 weeks) for all

aircraft and includes training in aircraft maintenance, and repairs of

propellers, instruments, electrical and fuel systems, and engines. An

air instruction ratio of 0.25 is again assumed but crew ratios--estimated

from Army records of maintenance labor cost per flying hour--vary
from 0,47 to 1.2. The U-6A nmerits the smaller value, the helicopters

the larger, and the U-IA with a ratio of 0.8 is in the middle. Mainte-

nance instructors are assumed of lower rank than pilot instructors but

trainees of both sorts are treated the same.

Initial transportation of aircraft, spares, and ground support

equipment is assumed to be handled by MATS and is costed at MAT'_

rate s.

Pilot pay and allowances per flying hour is sirnpl taken a.: 0.1 the

pay of a U.S. warrant officer and apportioned over 500 hburý- The area

ratio, of course, is also a factor.
Maintenance pay and allowa nce per flying hour is as- urned to be

0. 1 the pay of a U.S. staff sergeait. Yearly fl'ing hours nrit the crew

ratios discussed under training complete the data iu.•c•..ssary for the

calculations.

Maintenance mn cria it )cr , ring hour fo the U-6A, U-lA,

and UH-1--lD arc tu, r iirn, )ULiy *iati. LOH-5A costs were estimated

from a samp' ol s. en he -opwers and . ssumcd a rclationship between

in;-intenarcc &nrj flyaway cost:;.

Fi -,,sis are based on fuel flow when engin, 5 are operat ng at

ma3 n-rn!,n _ntn; -us rat d power since they art! treated this w._y in the

eff - an. tn L uses. . values are a little higa as inpul.s to the

I, dlatic.-. -f l : i. trL ut a :i a end to exaggerate the cost dif-

ter n., s F-I, ee aircaf! z s, n type but of different :sizes.

;. Powered - L g .

J.o ,/ered fie wilg ai -- all costs are surnmarized in Exhibit

S15. ]'huse C-ata are of thb same tin ts those of Exhibit 14 except for

the intlusioi of two estinm tes for all mataerial entries. Essentially,

'9
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EXHIBIT 15 - POWERED FLEX-WING COSTS

I,000-Pound 2 ,000-Pound 3 , 0 0 0-Pound
Payload PyaPayload _

Li&L Low High Low j 4 igh LowProcurement(1)

Flyaway 15.3 7.1 27.4 12.6 42.2 19.4Spares 2.4 1.1 4.4 2.0 6.1 2.8
Ground Support Equipment 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
Thlot Training 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5
lvlaixtenaj.e Training 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8
liti;.l] 'ra-isporia toll 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5

Subtotai 20.3 10.8 35.1 17.9 52.4 26.3

Operations(Z)
Pilot Pahy •. - Allhv. --tic . 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
Maintenanct( Pay ard

Allowances U.3 0.3 0.-, 0.3 0.4 0.4
Maintenance Material 4.7 2_. 8,7 4 1 1 2.2 5.7
POL 1.7 17 3.4 3 5.0 5.0

Subtotal 9. 6. 6 14.8 10.1 ,O3. 13.5

"Notes: (1) In thousands of dollars per aircraft.

(2) In doll irs per flying hour; 500 fly;if hours per year is
assunecd to arrive at pjlot and rnmlinenance pay aud allow-
ances per flying hour.

* I
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this multiplicity is due to the fact that three approaches were taken to

estimate flyaway cost. Since flyaway cost is so critical a cost factor

C and since flex-wing studies can call on no line production experiences

on vhich to base an estimate, an attempt was made. to bracket the

feasible range.

The "high" estimates of flyaway cost assume an engine cost of

$10.00 per horsepower and a structure (airframe, fabric, etc. ) cost of

$17.80 per pound. The structure cost is based on data provided by

Ryan for their XV-8A Fleep extrapolated to a 1,000-.unit cost.41 4

"The "low" estimates of flyaway costs are based on conversation

with manufacturers and PRC' s engineering judgment. Engines aire

costed at $8.00 per horsepower and structure at $7.50 per pound.

Because of the long production history of the engine types considered

for the flex wings, it is not likely that even quantity purchases would

Sresult in significant cost savings. Eight dollars per horsepower is

probably a near-minimum cost. Similarly, but not on such good grounds,

it is felt that $7.50 per pound represents a 2ninimnum cost for aircraft A

built and assembled in the United States.

But even this "low" estimnate may be too high if conditions are

changed. Since flex-wing aircraft are of such simple structure, lower

levels of technological skills using cheaper tools could undoubtedly

build them. While engines would probably still have to be imported, in-

country construction and assembly would unquestionably lead to an even

lower than "low" cost estimate. And even if complete in-country fabri-

, cation is not feasible, the cost picture mnight be significantly altered if

the purchase of kits were considered a possibility.

The flyaway costs exhibitcd, both sets, include 2 percent for
avionics for the reasons given previously (subsection C.2). Generally,
other powered flex-wing costs follow the logic of that subsection but

there are some exceptions.

A 20-week pilot training course requiring 50 flying hours is

considered sufficient for flex-wing pilots. It is also considered more or

less necessary. While it may be true that a truck driver could solo a

Iii

;,.A

II. .. . .. .
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flex-wing following a few hours of instruction, it is not likely that he

"would then be as qualified to fly it as would, for example, a U-6A pilot.
41 2The ability to take off and land in an aircraft without catastrophe falls4 short of pilot status and the uses of powered flex wings visualized in

this study entrust many lives to the pilot on many occasions.

The calculation of maintenance training costs differs from the

previous calculation only in the length of the course and the maintenance

crew ratios. Maintenance training comparable to that given for fixed-

. LA wing aircraft was assumed but not all courses were considered Lo be

0 necessary or to be as detailed. Training on instruments and electrical

Aý systems, foe example, was assumed half as long as for the U-6A; pro-

(} peiler training is unncessary since those of the flex wings are of fixed

pitch. A total course length of 52 weeks was arrived at through this

reasoning.

Maintenance crew ratios are also based on comparisons between

"H1 flux-wing and fixed-wing aircraft. The largest pryload version was

"considered comparable to the U-6A, the smaller ones less complicated.

Assumed crow ratios are 0.47, 0.40, and 0.33, respectively.

Pilot pay and allowances and maintenance pay and allowances

parallel the calculations for conventional aircraft. Pilot pay calculations

1 .are identical and maintenance pay calculations differ only because of

4 crew ratio.

-Maintenance material costs are based on the several assumptions

that engines will be overhauled and fabric replaced every 900 operating

hours. "Low" cost estimates assumed $300, $450, and $600 for engine

parts, and $675, $1,350, and $1,950 for fabric for the three flex-wing

sizes. "High" cost estimates are obtained from these by scaling in

proportion to flyaway costs.

4. Towed Flex-Wing Glider Costs

Towed flex-wing glider costs are summarized in Exhibit 16.

Except for obviously noncomparable items, calculations were similar

to those appropriate to the powered versions.

<t4
AW

,.M.
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EXHIBIT 16 - TOWED FLEX-WING GLIDER COSTS

"2,000- Pound 8,000- Pound
Payload Payload

Procurementlt)
1

Flyaway 1.2 7.2 i4.2 14,

Spares 0.8 0.4 1.6 1.2

Ground Support Equipment Not Applicabh:

A, Pilot Training 0. 1 0. 1 0.1 0.1

Maintenance Training Ins ignific ant

Initial Transportation 0.3 0._ o.6 ,

Subtotal ]3.4 .0 2 5.7

Operations(2 )

Pilot Pay and Allowances Inbigniiicant

,, Maintenance Pay and
Allowances 0.1 0.1 0,1

Maintenance Material 1.5 0.9

POL Not Apphicabic

Subtotal 1.6 1.0 3.4 .,1

Notes: (1) In thousands of dollars per aircraft.

(2) In dollars per flying hour; 500 flying hours per year is
;::a.surned to arrive at pilot and maintenance pay and allow-

ances per flying hour.

a:uedt:arvea plt n miteacepy-n alw

A.i
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"HIigh" flyaway cost is based on the $17.80 per pound structural

cost used earlier but it includes as well Ryan's estimate of the cost of

a tow kit. The "low" cost uses $7.50 per pound and this same tow kit

cost since no basis existed for another estimate. Although the Low-kit

cost varies from one two vehicle to another, a single cost is used since

the variations are insignificant.

The tow kits are, of course, not really glider parts. They are

costed in this fashion for convenience since the analysis must reflect
• '• the fact that, if they are bought, they are properly chargeable against

the system they make possible. In the cost-effectiveness analyses,

glider costs never enter alone and this means of costing gives correct

results for each glider system. When the tow-craft operates alone,

-however, it is treated as if it were unmodified.

For the same reason, the additional training a pilot needs to be

abie to tow a glider is charged to the flex wing even though the pilot is

not associated with the glider alone. Similarly, the costs of training an

ooserver and his pay and allowances are glider costs even though the

o(bserver rides in the tow vehicle. These costs appeared insignificant

4 and du not show in the tabled data.

In general, costs not shown in Exhibit 16 were insignificant when

cILAculated or are not applicable in the case of the towed flex-wing glider.

.Those costs which are exhibited were calculated using methods described

in subsection C.3. In particular, the "low" values for maintenax;ce
material assuitied $384, $1,05U, and $2,170 for fabric, proportional to

wing area, and the "high" values were obtained by scaling in accordance

"with flyaway cost.

5. Cost Ratios

The cost-effectiveness analyses to follow use a ratio of

system costs for comparison. Ali the models require these costs to

Ihe expressed in dollars per operating hour. To accomplish this from

the cost data developed so far, an assumption of aircraft life or of total

flying hours must he made. Hourly operating costs may then be calcu-

lated by amortizing procurement costs and adding the tabled operation

- - -
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costs. If, for example, 10 years of operation is assumed, procurement

costs would be amortized over 5,000 flying hours and added to operations

costs, which are already expressed in dollars per flying hour.

It is usual to treat military systems as if they had 5-year lives

and to calculate hourly costs on this basis. In these situations, 300

flying hours are considered as the yearly average and the total useful

hours that result are relatively small. In this study, it has been assumed

that indigenous forces would "overwork" their aircraft and fly them 500

hours each year. It would also appear reasonable that these aircraft

would not so rapidly become "obsolete" if money to replace them was

scarce. Thus, 5,000 hours seems a sensible basis to use for the calcula-

tion of hourly costs.

In Exhibit 17, a number of cost ratios are tabulated. Each is a

candidate for use in a particular cost-effectiveness comparison and it

is apparent that the choice of which to use might influence the ultimate

decision considerably. Yet this is true only insofar as the "high" and

"low" flex-wing cost estimates are involved. As far as assumed life
V goes, the ratios are quite insensitive.

Other calculations were performed to investigate ratio sensitivity

to other assumptions and the results were generally unexciting. If the

indigenous pay factor is increased from 0.1 to 0.2 (which approximates

South Vietnam), for example, no ratio changes more than 5 percent.

This is not too surprising since personnel costs are small contributors

to total costs in both cases.

Generally, it would appear that as long as underdeveloped countries

and indigenous personnel are involved, cost ratios will depend heavily

on flyaway, spares, and maintenance material and that these costs are

really the only one worth considering.

Thus, insofar as the flex-wing "high" and "low" cost estimates

are good bracketing numbers, the cost ratios in Exhibit 17 can be used
1

to establish the range in which the study should be interested, If this

iAlthough flex-wing and fixed-wing configurations can be expected to last
at least 5,000 operating hours, the same is not true for helicopters. Engine
manufacturers "de-rate" their engines if they are tobe usedinhelicopters and
(continued at the bottom of page 54).
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EXHIBIT 17 - COST RATIOS: CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT VE;RSUSU
1,000-POUND-PAYLOAD POWERED FLEX-WING
AIRCRAFT

I Assumed Life

Conventional 2,500 Hours 5,000 Hours

Aircraft "H-igh" Cost "Low" Cost "I-figh" Cost "Low" Cost

U-6A 3.2 5.0 3.1 4.6

U-1A 4.7 7.5 4.2 6.3

LOH-5A 7.4 11.6 7.4 11.1

UH-lD 19.4 30.7 i9.9 29.9

.54
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range is too great, it will not be narrowed by changes in estimating

techniques unless these result in better flex-wing values. For the

present, there is no hope this can be done.

Exhibit 18 summarizes the minimum and maximum cost ratios

that will be used in the next section. Although the range of flex-wing

estimates is confounded with estimated life, it is apparent that there is

little interaction. Almost invariably the minimum cost ratio corres-

ponds to a 5,000-hour life and a "high" cost estimate, and the maximum

cost ratio to the short life and "low" cost.

I(Continued from page 52) the operating life of these aircraft is variously
estimated at between 1/3 and 1/2 the operating life of "similar" fixed-
wing airplanes. Perhaps helicopter life should be considered as shorter
for comparisons. The question is thorny and need not be answered here.
This is especially true since most of the missions analyzed herein do not
call for, or reward, the helicopters' unique capabilities.
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EXHIBIT 18 - MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM COST RATIOS

Cost Ratios

Comparison Min, Max.

U-6A Versus 1,000-Pound-Payload
Powered Glider 3.10 5.00

U-lA Versus 1,000-Pound-Payload
Powered Glider 4.20 7.50

LOH-5A Versus 1,000-Pound-Payload
Powered Glider 7.40 11.60

UH-ID Versus 1,0000-Pound-Payload
Powered Glider 19.40 30.70

U-6A Alone Versus 2,000-Pound Towed
Glider System 0.89 0.94

U-1A Alone Versus 2,000-Pound Towed
Glider System 0.92 0.96

'LOH-5A Alone Versus 2,000-Pound-Payload
Glider System 0.95 0.97

UH- 1-D Alone Versus 8,0000-Pound-Payload
Glider System 0.96 0.98

SI

2,.•i
4 .

4%
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V. COST-EFFECTIVE;NESS ANALYSES

A. Methodology

4 The cost-effectiveness approach to system evaluation is unques-

tionably the most rational oae. Neither performance nor cost taken

41M alone can possibly provide a basis for choice among systems. The ra-

tional purchaser will want the most he can get for his money or the

cheapest method of accomplishing his ends.

Generally the problem is complicatcd by the fact that neither the

"performance level required nor the mnoney that can be afforded are ca-

pable of specification in advance. An ideal solution demands that sys-

tern performance be expressible in terms of system cost for each sys-

tera under consideration. Such expressions may be plotted as in Exhibit

.r 19 and choices may then be readily made.

Exhibit 19 illustrates, also, a situat:ion that sometimes arises that

complicates the cost-effectiveness problem and frequently leads to an-t justifiable decisions. Should performance in excess of E (max) ba re-

quired, system I is obviously not comrpetitive. Yet it is not uncomn-mon

for such a noncompetitive system to be selected on the grounds that it

is the nrost cost effective; i. o. , that it gives the mnost effectiveness for

the dollar. Whenever both costs and performances differ among sys-

tems, selection on these grounds alone is somewhat illegitimate. The.

Aw question that immediately arises concerns the "worth" of the 'jerforro-

ance difference and unless this can be established a rational choice must

be withheld.

In the comparisons mnade in this study, this problem arose only

; ,once, in connection with the transport of rapid-reaction troops. It will

be discussed when the model for this mission is described. In general,

because it was reasonable to assume that slightly different mission start
, 4 and complete times did not influence mission performance, cost--

effectiveness comparisons were based on equal effectiveness measures

and were accomplished in the following manner.

.•1'
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For each mission, a generalized job was defined. This job was,'
* expressed in terms of system parameters and the expression was

solved for the system operating time required. These times led toA system costs, and the ratio of these costs, R , is the relative cost-
A effectiveness of the systems being compared. Separate comparisons

were ,ade between flex-wing and competitive systems for each mis-

sion of interest. Whenever R is greater than unity, the flex-wing is

the cheapest way of accomplishing the mission. Specifically, the cost

of accomplishing a mission using the flex wing is 1/R of the cost using

the competitive system.

No attempt was made to combine relative performances for dif-

ferent missions into a single overall measure. Any such combination

would depend on mission frequencies and these would vary from coun-

try to country and between levels of insurgency. Similarly, no attempt4 was made to synthesize an optimum mixed system since this would in-

troduce the question of the availability of an aircraft type when the mis-

sion for which it was best arose.

Insofar as these attempts were not made and the problems of fre-

quency and availability ignored, the analysis contains an implicit and

4 overriding assumption. This assumption, to be truly supportable, would

require an inexhaustible supply of aircraft services obtainable at any

time at a fixed hourly cost. Generally, insofar as this condition is not

met, the flex wings, because they are the cheapest systems, are treated

unfairly. Since they are cheap, a given expenditure would purchase more

of them and this flexibility in number could be translated into greater

availability in time and place.

M B. ModelsS11
1. General Features

Certain feact res are common to all of the model formulations.

* Others will be made explicit when the models are described and it is even

. possible that some of these features will be redundantly noted--in this

subsection and in the model descriptions.

4..
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The models attempt, insofar as possible, to reflect the demands

of the missions described in Section II. Almost without exception, these

missions seem not to require speed but, rather, accomplishment. Of

.4 course it is true that speed is a factor in mobility, but most of the mod-

"*1 els assume implicitly that the slowest system performing a mission can

* - do it as fast as it needs doing, and that additional speed does not imnprove

perfornmance. Speed, then, is generally of value to a system only be-J cause it reduces the operating time--and the cost--involved in the mission.

The tactical environment of Section III implied the availability of

airstrips or satisfactory substitutes wherever air operations were

* -needed. Further, the enemny's lack of weapons almost guaranteed imn-

"* munity to aircraft flying above 1,500 feet. The models assume, with-

out exception, that these conditions are met although certain improbable

situations will elicit cornmments as they arise. The assumption of sur-

vivability obviously rules out the significance of the data for other tac-

tical environments. The a.ssumption of airstrip availability made it

unnecessary to consider landing and takeoff characteristics of the com-

petitive systems. The significance of these assumptions, however, is

not entirely negative. In the context of the missions defined, they point

up the necessity under certain conditions for air mobility, of whatever

sort.

Although many missions impose requirements for aircraft time

aloft that cannot be shortened by speed, the models assume that hourly
costs are constant whatever the engine operating regime. This, of

course, is a simnplification and is not logically supportable. But since

the models do not pretend to accurately reflect reality but are only aids

to decision, the magnitude of error is a major question. And when total

system costs are charged off to systemn lifetime operating hours, POL

costs are truly insignificant for all but extremely long-lived systems.

Takeoff and landing tirmes and fuel reserves are involved in every

model. The former influence system operating time and therefore sys-

tern cost; the latter affect maximum range and frequently payload. Values

4 for these parameters may vary from situation to situation and country

I
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to country and a thorough study would explore all possibilities. Actually,

for most practical choices, the results of the comparisons are not likely

to be affected. For this reason, final calculations will be accomplished

assumning that zero is an appropriate value for these parameters. Since

this is true, including them in the model was in the interest of demon-

strating methodology. The fact that values for these parameters are

considered to be a function of the situation rather than of the aircraft

involved in it should not cause any problems.

A common notational system runs through all formulations. I- is

summarized below to forestall the necessity for repeating it for each

model. Other ternms, not sufficiently general for inclusion below, will

be introduced as needed.

c = cost per operating hour--conventional aircraft

c = cost per operating hour--l,000-pound-payload powered flex-wing

aircraft

V = maximumn continuous velocity- -conventional aircraft

V - maximnum continuous velocity- - 1,0000-pound-payload powered

flex-wing aircraft

U = useful load- -conventional aircraft

U 0  useful load--l,000-pound-payload powered flex-wing aircraft

L = tank fuel capacity (pounds)--conventional aircraft

L = tank fuel capacity (pounds)--Fleep
04

f[x] = a function equal to the value of x if x is an integer, or the next

integer larger than x if x is a fraction

f = hourly fuel expenditure (pounds) at V--conventional aircraft

f0 = hourly fuel expendliture (pounds) at V0--Fleep

F = fuel required to complete a mission--conventional aircraft

F = fuel required to complete a mission--Fleep
0

T = the sum of one takeoff and one landing time

r = fuel reserve expressed in units of time at V or V 0 as

appropriate

m = personnel haul capacity- -conventional aircraft

Lnm = personnel haul capacity--Fleep

F
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= litter naul capacity--conventional aircraft

Z litter haul capacity--Fleep

2. Powered Flex-Win- Missions

"1 a. Basic Haul

"A large share of the civic action and military missions

described in Section Ill require the movement of men and/or materiel.

In most cases, time is not a critical parameter and the job to be per-

formed can be regarded as one of moving N men or P pounds of

,cargo a d'stance of D miles. Then, if it is assumed that the aircraft
* must carry all fuel for the round trip and that the available load space

does not limit the cargo that may be carried, the following expressions

represent the relative cost-effectiveness of flex-wing aircraft in accorn-I• plishing these missions.

Cargo Haul DI

R = 42 Q %).(ia)
D 0If large loads aeto be moved, 2± , ()

D f + 2 T +

I1
which is independent of load size; and if takeoff and landing times are

considered negligible and a fuel reserve is not required,

i• iAn analysis of the densities of military supplies leads to the conclusion
S.... ,•that all aircraft considered in this study can carry their rated loads in-

•I ternally except in rare instances.

4

JII
S( LOD

0 L
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Personnel Haul

§JIf many men are to be moved,

2D
which is independent of the number of men to be moved; and if takeoff

and landing times are considered negligible and a fuel reserve is not

required,

(2 C)

Litter Evacuation

The models of litter evacuation are identical to those appropriate

to personnel haul. Equations (Za), (2b), and (2c) need only be modified

* by replacing m and m 0 with ) and t0-

b. Rapid-Reaction Troop Movement

The job of moving troops in response to insurgent ac-

tivities introduces the question of speed of response. If one system can

get troops to the objective area faster than another, can this difference

be evaluated in terms of dollars? Under suitable conditions, it can be

and the following model attempts this. It is deficient, as will be made

clear, primarily because it fails to consider the cost of the troops in-

volved in accomplishing the mission.

Consider a case wherein the presence of insurgents is reported

and a tailored force is dispatched to deal with them. Assume that the

A
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insurgents can travel at rate p and that they leave the objective area

upon detection. Then at any given time after detection they may be any-

where in a circle of area determined by p and this time, and centered

on the objective. it does not seem unreasonable to assert that the prob-

ability of a reaction. force engaging them is proportional to the recipro-

cal of this area. If one system takes twice as long to respond, then it

must deliver two tailored forces in order to be equally effective. Ex-

cept for the cost of the excess troops, the equal effectiveness cost of

the slower system is clearly twice its cost to deliver the basic force.

This rapid-reaction model of relative cost-effectiveness can be ex-

pressed in the following form.

/ D [ ]- V (3)

c ++ ++ o r NJ-

where N = size of tailored reaction force

X = load-up and get-ready time

f = discharge time at objective area

and the other symbols have been defined or will be defined below.

Equation (3) can be simplified by assumptions as were Equation

series (i) and (2) but the size of the reaction force will not therefore

vanish from the expression. This is because of the factor e , which

> is inserted as an attempt to reflect the capacity of helicopters for si-

multaneous landing in contrast to the need of fixed- and flex-wing air-

craft for a takeoff and landing interval. In the calculations involving

helicopters, s = 0 . In the calculations involving fixed-wing aircraft,

E is assumed equal to E 0 and is assigned a positive value.

c. Route Surveillance

In military route surveillance, the job to be accom-

plished requires the traverse of M route miles at a dW tance of D

miles from the airstrip. If A represents the number of trips required
to accomplish the total job, then
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• M + Ao , +
fultrog heueoR=&()2V (4a)

Since the useful load of an aircraft can easily be converted into

fuel through the use of auxiliary tanks, all aircraft considered in this

study can accomplish most route surveillance missions in one trip,

and

SR D + 4b)

and if takeoff and 1 nding times are considered negligible,

R c V(4c)

which is independent of the particular values of the mission parameters.

d. Telephone Line Inspection

Although the problems of military route surveillance

and civic action line inspection are similar ones, the latter is inevitably

""" I complicated by the necessity for landings and takeoffs as trouble is de-

tected. The question of whether these will be feasible for other than heli-

."i copters may well be asked. It is probable that the true answer is negative

and thus the mission is not truly one on which the flex-wing aircraft can

be compared. The complications are thus not worthy of attack. In the

.4 simplest situation, in which takeoff and landing times are negligible and

the mission can be completed by all aircraft in one trip, the line inspec-

"tion model is identical to Equation (4c), and cost-effectiveness relation-

ships are similarly independent of mission parameter values.

e. Artillery Adjustment

A For artillery adjustment, aircraft are required to re-

main in the vicinity of the target area for varying periods of time. If

-14
I
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"A the required mission is one of H hours duration, the target area is D

miles from the airstrip, and A represents the nunmber of trips required

to provide H airborne hours over the target, then

R = . (.5a)

Since all aircraft studied can accomplish at least 5-hour missions
in one trip,

R (c V -- (5b)

and if takeoff and landing times are considered negligible,

R=( c vD (5c)

0

f. Convoy Column Control

All aircraft studied can accomplish the convoy mission

described in Section III in a single trip. Whenever this is so, the relative

cost-effectiveness of flex-wing aircraft controlling a convoy moving a

distance of M miles at v miles per hour can be expressed as follows: 4

-+ (2 (D + M) + T6a
R v F (6a)

M V_ 1 (2 D + M) +T

When takeoff and landing times are assumed negligible,

H + -L('D
Ml V1V (6b)

V-+-L (2 D M)

Iv. 0

AN1
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( and when D , the distance from the airstrip to the convoy start point is

negligible,

R<±)Q v) (6c)

which is independent of the route length of the convoy mission.

g. Aerial Spraying

For the large aerial spray missions indicated in Sec-

tion IIM, all aircraft studied would need to make many trips to accomplish

either mission. It is likely that missions of this magnitude would merit

clearing a strip in the vicinity of the spray area at which point refueling

and reloading of spray could be accomplished. Then if D and r are

considered negligible and if spray rate is a linear function of aircraft

velocity, the relative cost-effectiveness of flex-wing aircraft perform-

ing aerial spray missions reduces to Equation (4c), the expression ap-

( propriate to route surveillance.

3. Towed Flex-Wing Missions

The towed flex-wing glider provides a means of increasing

the single-flight payload capacity of a powered air vehicle at the expense

of system speed. Furthermore, the air vehicle-glider combination in-

evitably requires a larger takeoff area than does the aircraft alone, al-

though, if recovery is not a problem, the glider may be used to deliver

its payload to an area in which the aircraft canhot land.

It is also true that this mode of delivery would expose the tow ve-

hicle to the objective area for a minimum time, although the drop area

is not likely to be a danger zone in tactical environments such as that

described in Section III.

Such a mode of operation must create a glider recovery problem

and implies cost factors not covered in this study. For this evaluation,

the aircraft-glider combination will be regarded as a special-purpose

system especially suited to the routine delivery of large quantities of

materials.
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In the following model it is assumed that gliders are recovered byA the vehicle performing the loaded tow. Recovery is accomplished either

by internal carry of the collapsed glider or by tow of the empty one. In

either case, no velocity loss is charged to the tow vehicle during the re-

covery trip but the glider is "chargk d" for the total trip time.

The model obtained is similar to the basic haul model, Equation

series (1) of this section. Time is not regarded as a critical parameter

of mission performance and the job is regarded as one of moving a large

payload P a distance of D miles. The cost to accomplish this task is

the product of the cost per trip and the number of trips required, and the

relative cost-effectiveness of the glider is plainly a function of whether

or not it decreases total cost.

If an air vehicle alone is used to transport the load, it carries on

each trip a payload equal to the difference between its rated useful load

and the fuel required to complete a round trip.

"* If a glider system is used to accomplish the task the glider capac-

"ity, G , is as great as the fully fueled aircraft can handle. Then, if the

haul distance is such that less than full fuel is required, the single trip

payLo•.dis augmentedby L - F which isassumedto be carried internally.

Then, the relative cost-effectiveness of the aircraft-glide combi-

nation is

D 1 + L - f D4+V + Z2r + r

Z q -+ Ir 7 ac G) D + - rU - f ( L +Z ' +

where cc = cost per operating hour of the aircraft-glider system and

"" VG = the maximum velocity at which the fully fueled aircraft can

g• tow.

If takeoff and landing times are negligible and no fuel reserve is

required,

( 2 V( V G)(7 b)Ic 4VU Z-q

~~~'ý m m m mmm m
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C. Results

1I. Powered Flex-Wing Aircraft

Exhibit 20 summarizes the results of model calculations in-

7i. ý volving the 1,000-pound-payload powered flex-wing aircraft. The entry

R's were calculated using minimum cost ratios and the results are

therefore conservative with respect to the flex wing. Minimum and

maximum cost ratios are also presented so "optimistic" R's may be

easily estimated.1 ,FThe conditions represented cover the missions of Section III as well

as a few more "points" that serve to test the sensitivity of the results to

the "arbitrary" values of the missions.

The calculated values for official visits, litter evacuation, rein-

forcements, routine resupply, and command visits were obtained using

the basic haul models. -v and r were taken as zero, but values for the

other model parameters from the missions entries under "many" or "co"'

were obtained using the (c) equations of this group whereas other entries

were obtained from the (a) equations.

Rapid-reaction calculations were made with Equation (3) taking Ta .as 0, E as 0 for helicopters and 1/60 for fixed-wing aircraft, and c 0
as 1/60. For the 10-man operation, X was taken as 1/6 and & as 1/10;

for the larger operations, X = 1/2 and 6= 1/6 . The results are, of

course, sensitive to these values but the choices are felt to be reasonable.

"Line inspection entries were calculated using Equation (4c) as were

those for aerial spray and aerial surveillance. This points up the fact

that apparently different missions reduce to identical ones functionally 4

if takeoff and landing times represent a sufficiently small portion of

:- total mission time.
Cost-effectiveness measures for artillery direction are based on

a mission of 2 hours' duration over the target. No significant changes

"would be expected if this value were varied from i through 5 hours.

Shorter missions tend to reduce the flex wing's advantage.

Convoy control entries are derived from Equation (6c) using mis-

sion data fromn Section Ill. In this case D and T are both taken to be

Iequal to zero.
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Many entries are averages since they apply to different conditions.

All averaging was acco ,plished by weighting for mission frequencies,

though it must be remembered that these are measures of likelihood in

only a limited sense.

2. Towed Flex-Wing Gliders

Exhibit 21 summarizes the key points of the calculations per- A
formed to test glider cost-effectiveness. Values of R were calculated

A using Equation (7b) and minimum cost ratios. The two points selected

for each comparison define the essentially linear portions of the R, D

curves. Greater distances would require fuel tank modification or aux-

iliary tanks, either of which would invalidate the model used. At D

values less than 25 miles, the curves slope upward and favor the glider

configuration.

The results are unimpressive and this fact is obviously not due to
• 2• cost considerations. In fact the results would not change much if the

cost considerations were ignored. If r is assumed equal to 0.5 and
"co =s 0.c, the glider's performance is enhanced but not to any significant

"degree.
As a payload supplementer, the gli,: r a-ppears to be deficient be-

cause of the system speed decrease it imposes. It was considered worth-

while to investigate the possibility of increasing system speed by decreas-

ing payload, and the following analyses were performed:

Analysis a. A U-6A/glider combination was investigated in which
half of the maximum glider payload was carried by the aircraft and half

by a smaller glider. A second condition was investigated in which the

entire weight normally carried in the glider was loaded in the aircraft.

Structural strength limitations might prohibit this but an examination of

the densities of military air-transportable items indicated that available

0 cargo space would not. Odd-size cargo, of course, is not the issue.

Clearly, it would be more suitable to the flat pallet deck and open sides

of the glider.2 Tow velocities and takeoff runs were calculated using the methods

H described in subsection IV. B. Velocity results are shown in Exhibit 22.

S For convenience the curve is plotted in ton-miles per hour, the product

4I

,I
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of velocity and payload. For equal payload, ton-miles per hour is a

direct measure of mission effectiveness and it is apparent that the over-

-• loaded aircraft is the most efficient configuration. For this condition,

A the Beaver requires a takeoff run of 680 feet and 1,230 feet to clear a

50-foot obstacle. Both of these values represent significant improve-

ments over the takeoff performance of the aircraft-glider combination.

Analysis b. A similar analysis was performed using the LOT-5A.

The results are illustrated in Exhibit 23 and they suggest the overloaded

helicopter as the optimum cargo delivery system rather than a glider

combination.

1,: :The helicopter in the overloaded condition requires a takeoff run

to get airborne. Using it in this manner would necessitate the substitu-

tion of wheels for skids, but then its takeoff performance would be ad-

mirable. Two takeoff conditions were analyzed. In one, the takeoff run

was limited to 600 feet, the same distance required for the glider. In

this case the overloaded aircraft can clear a 50-foot obstacle in 1,025

i feet, a savings of 300 feet over the 2,000-pound-payload glider. On the

other hand, if the landing strip is short, the overloaded helicopter

can get by with no more than 300 feet. But this is at the expense of

climb rate and would require 1,750 feet to clear an obstacle.

V 4

4 4

3;'.
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